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The ESBOCES Esthetics Program, an Adult 
Education course that was launched three 
years ago, has grown in popularity each year 
with its high-touch-meets-high-tech approach 
to education. Students use computerized 
Smartboards to learn about anatomy, 
physiology, and additional course curriculum, 
and then hone their skills on real customers 
who visit the school spa for discounted services 
during the week. This provides students with 
numerous hours of valuable hands-on practice 
as they perform skincare services.
This 600-hour course takes place at ESBOCES 
Adult Education Center in Brentwood. The curriculum 
covers science, technique, people skills, facials, 
waxing, skincare, makeup, scheduling and reception, 
and customer service. According to Esthetics Teacher 
Nancy Winter, due to a growing trend within the 
industry, estheticians are gaining employment in plastic 
surgeon and dermatologist offices, spas, cruise ships, 
vacation resorts, hotels, and laser clinics. “Our students 
accumulate an exceptionally high number of hands-
on hours in this program, which provides them with a 
distinct advantage when they graduate because they are 
so prepared to work on clients.”

ESBOCES ADULT EDUCATION  
ESTHETICS PROGRAM GROWS

ESBOCES Adult Education students at work: 
Katlyn DeAguiar, Shirley, gets her brows waxed 

and shaped; Alaina Senn, Holtsville, gives 
Cassandra Essig from Shirley, a facial and then 

analyzes her skin while ESBOCES Esthetics 
Teacher Nancy Winter provides instruction; and 

Celine Lyons, Shirley, performs a waxing service.
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The Fashion Merchandising students at the Long Island 
Academy helped to bring attention to America Recycles 
Day on November 15, which was created to raise 
awareness about recycling and purchasing recycled 
products. Students worked in partnership with Savers in 
Holbrook to “upcycle,” or compose innovative fashions 
by repurposing pieces from many garments found at 
the store. The Fashion Merchandising class is part of the 
Eastern Long Island Academy of Applied Technology, the 
Career and Technical Education Program of ESBOCES.

The class visited the store last month and each student 
chose a variety of clothing to bring back to the workshop 
to produce new apparel utilizing pieces from multiple 
items, demonstrating how ordinary products can be 
upcycled into something new. Jackets, dresses, and 
shirts now bear only a vague resemblance to their 
original form as they sport new textures, materials, and 
asymmetric shapes. One student covered the bodice of 
a woman’s  sweater with a half dozen men’s ties, another 
put a clear vinyl panel on the back of a denim jacket and 
wrote her name on it in three languages, and a third 
embellished a leopard print jacket with contrasting 
zebra print and faux fuchsia fur. Their next-generation 
designs debuted in the store on November 15 and were 
available for purchase.

LI ACADEMY FASHION 
STUDENTS LEARN  
TO UPCYCLE

Nicole Gil, Rocky Point UFSD, left, 
and Anna Peters, Sayville UFSD, both 
took everyday denim jackets and 
transformed them into one-of-a-kind 
creations with the addition of different 
sleeves, patches, and new materials.

Amanda Smith, Miller Place UFSD, incorporated zebra 
print and faux fuchsia fur onto a standard leopard 

print jacket; Elizabeth Burrage, Longwood CSD, 
turned an ordinary sweater into the unordinary  

with the addition of men’s ties; and Emma Kubek,  
Port Jefferson UFSD, put an asymmetric and  

multi-pattern spin on a traditional white blouse.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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Check out our Carpentry students in action at Bixhorn 
Technical Center. Don’t they look great up there replacing the 
roof? (By the way, these students built that house. It resides 
on school grounds just outside their classroom.) This is just 
another example of the hands-on, project-based learning that 
takes place in the many Long Island Academy programs.

SKY’S THE LIMIT

Industry professionals demonstrate 
hair extension methods to the 
Cosmetology class at LI Academy’s 
Edward J. Milliken Technical Center.

Industry guest speakers recently visited Debbie Esposito’s 
Cosmetology class at Milliken Technical Center to discuss hair 
extension theory and methods, and demonstrate procedures.
The speakers explained the various systems that exist for 
applying hair extensions and executed each one for the class. 
They talked about the necessary supplies and equipment, 
the market for each method, and how the service can drive 
sales for salons. Having students learn from experienced 
professionals is a LI Academy hallmark. This common 
practice takes place throughout the many courses within the 
program in the form of internships, workplace tours, industry 
guest speakers, and opportunities for students to shadow 

employees. Said Debbie Esposito, 
Cosmetology teacher, “I often invite 
professionals into my class. The 
interaction provides a great way for 
my students to learn and keeps  
them inspired.”

LI ACADEMY COSMETOLOGY 
STUDENTS ATTEND HAIR 
EXTENSION WORKSHOP

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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Preschoolers from the Academy at Milliken Technical 
Center Early Childhood Education (ECE) Program took a 
field trip to the Academy Cosmetology Program located 
just down the hallway. The high school students who are 
studying to be cosmetologists held a fundraising event 
in October to raise awareness and donations for breast 
cancer. The preschoolers were invited to get glitter tattoos 
or have their nails painted. The collaborative event was 
mutually beneficial to both populations of students and 
donations would benefit the National Breast Cancer 
Foundation. The event raised over $1,700.00.

Early Childhood Education Teacher Jayne Kaht said, 
“The high school students in the ECE Program 
who are preparing for careers as teachers or child 
care providers created lesson plans and practiced 
student teaching the preschoolers before visiting 
the Cosmetology Program. They talked about what 
a “donation” is and how it benefits others, why 
it’s important to care for and help others, how it’s 
fun to experience new things such as getting nails 
painted or getting fake glitter tattoos for a good 
cause.” The preschoolers practiced sitting still and 
made decisions about which fake tattoos to get and 
what color they wanted on their nails.
Providing salon services to the preschoolers 
provided an opportunity to the high school 
Cosmetology students to work with a different 
population. They had to practice their interpersonal 
skills with the youngsters, use extra care, be patient, 

make them comfortable, and apply the skills and 
techniques they are learning to tiny little fingernails.
Cosmetology Teacher Deborah Esposito said, “My 
students are very excited to be a part of a good cause. 
Several students have family members who are cancer 
survivors so this is very near and dear to our hearts.”

CHILD FRIENDLY 
SALON SERVICESEASTERN LONG ISLAND

ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
Find Your Future Here
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The Academy students in the Animal Science Program 
at the Harry B. Ward Technical Center recently took a 
field trip to Manhattan’s famed Animal Medical Center. 
Students toured the facilities and learned about the 
equipment and work the 
veterinarians do on behalf 
of their animal patients. 
Putting students in touch 
with industry professionals 
is an Academy specialty.

ANIMAL SCIENCE STUDENTS  
VISIT RENOWNED FACILITY

MORE THAN JUST A  
COOL-LOOKING IMAGE
LI Academy Photography Teacher Liz Grafer likes to get 
her students out of the classroom so they can learn to 
recognize where and how to tap into creativity. She uses 
field trips as an extension of the classroom to maximize 
the impact and potential they have as artists through 
their craft. “The location not only provides inspiration, 
but serves as a backdrop for the subject matter they must 

photograph,” she explained. “The resulting work could 
not have been replicated in the classroom and can also 
be added to their portfolios.” Here’s her class at a recent 
excursion to Smith Point Beach.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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An Afternoon of Beauty, a fundraising event sponsored 
by the cosmetology departments at Milliken Technical 
Center in Oakdale and Ward Technical Center in 
Riverhead, was open to the public and offered salon 
services for a donation of $5 along with a nonperishable 
food item. Local food banks in both communities 
benefitted from this event, which raised a grand total 
of $1,840, in addition to the food that was collected. 
Students were proud to participate. They gave back to 
their communities and put the skills they are perfecting 
into practice on real customers. 
Here are images 
from both schools:

AN AFTERNOON OF BEAUTY 
BENEFITS THE COMMUNITYEASTERN LONG ISLAND

ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
Find Your Future Here

For more news and information about the 
Eastern Long Island Academy of Applied Technology,  
please visit our website: www.academyli.org

Follow the 
Academy on

Download 
our 

mobile app!



Ina Garten, shown on the monitor, 
video conferences with ESBOCES 
Special Career Education students 
in the Food Service class.

Restaurant owner, cookbook author, and Food Network star Ina 
Garten, recently spent some time video conferencing with the 
ESBOCES Food Service class at the Bellport campus. The Food 
Service class is part of the ESBOCES Special Career Education 
Program that provides special education students with the skills 
to help them obtain entry-level employment in certain industries.
The students prepared food- and industry-related questions in 
advance for Garten, which they posed to her during the video 
chat. Students wanted to know about her favorite foods and 
meals to cook, her favorite Long Island-based restaurants, her 
inspirations, and advice for aspiring chefs. Garten told the class 
that if they have a dream, they should pursue it by working at 
it every day. She used herself as an example, telling students 
that she had no formal training as a chef but when she bought 
her East Hampton restaurant, Barefoot Contessa, she made 
up her mind to learn how to become a great cook. “Ina’s words were very inspiring to my students,” explained 
Food Service Teacher Lauren Daquet. “She is a self-made person who works in the same field many of them are 
considering entering.”
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INA GARTEN VIDEO CONFERENCES 
WITH ESBOCES CULINARY CLASS

Ina Garten

The class with Teacher Assistant Jill Hamill 
(wearing black, back row) and Teacher 

Lauren Daquet (back row).
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You may not know this, but the Canine Careers students at Islip 
Career Center offer free dog grooming services to veterans that 
receive therapy dogs through the Paws of War Program. Paws of 
War is a program that trains and places rescued dogs with U.S. 
military veterans suffering from the emotional effects of war. Dogs 
are washed and their coats are dried and conditioned, and their 
nails are trimmed. Just take a look at Delilah, this pitbull mixed 
breed, enjoying her day at the Canine Career Dog Spa thanks to 
students Angelina, West Islip UFSD; Malachi (background) South 
Country CSD; and Dan, Middle Country CSD. Islip Career Center 
is an Eastern Suffolk BOCES school that provides special career 
education services to students with special needs.

CANINE CAREERS STUDENTS  
WORK WITH ‘PAWS OF WAR’

Introduction to Cooking students from ICC 
recently visited JT’s Café in Blue Point where they 
enjoyed some of the incredible meals offered 
at the restaurant, and had the opportunity to 
speak with the owner, Justin Tempelman, about 
the rigors of the restaurant business and what 
inspired him to forge a career in the industry. 
“Speaking to Justin in his establishment provided 
my students with some valuable employment 
perspective,” said Chef Michael Frankson, the 
ESBOCES Introduction to Cooking teacher. 
“They were very interested in the hard work and 
dedication that’s required in this business.”

Two students in the Introduction to Basic 
Cosmetology Program at Islip Career Center (ICC) 
gave a precious gift to children in need: hair. There 
is happiness in giving.
Alexis, West Islip UFSD, and Kayla, Sayville 
UFSD, donated their hair to Pantene and it will 

be made into wigs for children. Wigs go to 
children who have lost hair to cancer, 
burns, the autoimmune disorder alopecia, 
the compulsive hair-pulling disease 
trichotillomania, and other causes. Wigs 
are free, and children also receive the 
products, brushes, towels, and instruction 
needed to care for them.
The criteria for donating hair that will 
be made into a wig is, there must be a 
minimum of 12” that can be cut off, there 
can be no dyes, bleaches, or chemicals in 
the hair, and there can be no more than  
five percent gray in the hair.

SPEAKING WITH THE PROS

THE GIFT OF HAIR

Kayla, Sayville UFSD, shows off 
her new, shorter hair.

Alexis, West Islip UFSD, gets her 
hair cut by Cosmetology Teacher 
Kim Powers.
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The Barbering students at Islip Academic Center recently 
donated their time and talent to provide free haircuts to 
veterans. Students gathered at the Northport Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center to spend the day cutting the hair of those who’ve 
served our country. “It was their way of giving back,” explained 
Barbering and Cosmetology Teacher Luke Mahoney. “This event 
was an opportunity for our students to help their community, 
hone their craft, and put their 
customer service skills into 
action. All the veterans were 
so appreciative. It was a 
very moving experience for 
everyone involved.”

BARBERING STUDENTS PROVIDE 
FREE HAIRCUTS TO VETERANS

Islip Academic Center was visited recently by the LI 
Science Center. A representative from the center gave 
a hands-on workshop about forensic archeology, 
which is the study of remains. A small crime scene 
was constructed and students examined bones to 
identify clues and information about the “victims.” This 
exercise tied in with the school’s science curriculum and 

enhanced the other aspects of forensics that students 
had already studied, such as crime scene investigation 
and fingerprints. Said Barbara Vermaelen-Buonagura, 
a teacher at Islip Academic Center who worked on the 
project, “Our students found it fascinating to see how 
forensic archeology helps authorities with evidence 
recovery and crime scene interpretation.”

IAC STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT 
FORENSIC ARCHEOLOGY

An educator with the LI Science Center teaches 
Angela, William Floyd UFSD, and Maksysm, 
Lindenhurst UFSD, about forensic archeology.

Kendale, a veteran, Barbering and Cosmetology Teacher Luke 
Mahoney, and Sandra Gaskins, a Barbering Program graduate 
and ESBOCES substitute teacher, all participated in the event. 

Kendale, South Country CSD, cuts the 
hair of a veteran.

Adult Barbering student Paul Mangini, 
from Bixhorn Technical Center, also 
participated in the event.

Joshua, Bay Shore UFSD, pictured with a veteran.
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The mission was to navigate the gym floor at Eastern 
Suffolk BOCES Jefferson Academic Center without 
stepping foot on the floor. What made it seem 
impossible was that the students had to imagine that  
the floor was water.
Physical Education Teacher Scott Ferguson said, “You’re 
stranded on an island and your mission is to travel across 
the water using the items provided in the crate your 
team has been given.” Students had to come up with 
a strategy to get everyone across. They couldn’t leave 
anyone behind. Items provided included a baseball mitt, 
poly spots (vinyl markers for sports and drills), a rope, 
and a scooter. Ferguson said, “This feat could only be 
accomplished if the groups worked as a team.”

There was no right or wrong way to navigate their way 
across the gym; they just had to work together and take 
ownership for their actions. For example, if their foot hit 
the floor, they had to go back and start again. Ferguson 
took note of the students taking responsibility for their 
actions. “It’s important to do the right thing even when 
you think no one is looking,” he said.
The impossible mission was made possible because 
opinions were respected, students worked together, 
helped each other, and no one was left behind on  
the island.

STUDENTS ACCEPTED IMPOSSIBLE MISSION

Brian, South Country CSD, and James, Islip UFSD, 
team up to work their way across the gym floor.

Team One students 
consisted of Kevin, 
Brentwood UFSD; 
Mitchel, Longwood 
CSD; David, William 
Floyd UFSD; Ana, 
Brentwood UFSD;  
and Brock, Patchogue-
Medford UFSD.  
They worked as a  
team to get across  
the gym floor.

Siana, Patchogue-Medford UFSD, 
maneuvers across the gym floor using 
poly spots to accomplish her goal.
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Each year, members from Post 651 American Legion  
in Sayville are invited to Eastern Suffolk BOCES Sayville 
Academic Center (SAC) so students and staff can honor  
and thank them for their bravery and distinguished  
military service.
Both sides of the main hallway at SAC were lined with 
staff and students. With flags, posters, and banners 
in hand, everyone cheered and celebrated the invited 
guests as they paraded down the hall. Honored guests 
included Fred Hinze, Navy; Steve Antonacci, Army and 
Commander of Post 651; Pat Vetrano, Army and First 
Vice President of Post 651; Buddy Maure, Navy; Joseph 
Mahoney, Air Force; and Charlie Magill, Army.
After gathering in the gymnasium to salute the 
American flag and sing the National Anthem, the 
veterans visited several classrooms, ate breakfast with 
the students, and answered questions about their 
military experience.

Speech and Language Teacher Kathleen Martin said, 
“This is a meaningful learning experience for the 
students. They learn the significance of Veterans Day 
and then they sit and talk to local veterans and ask 
questions. Afterward the students presented them with 
heartfelt thank you cards.”
Buddy Maure was asked by a student to teach him 
how to properly salute. It was a special moment for the 
veteran and the whole class.
Commander Steve Antonacci said, “We look forward to 
visiting the Sayville Academic Center. The students ask 
great questions about where we served, why we served, 
how long we served, and we get the opportunity to 
share some of our unique experiences with them. It’s 
important to educate our youth about an organization 
like the American Legion.”
The American Legion is committed to mutual 
helpfulness, advocating patriotism and honor, and 
continued devotion to service members and veterans.

ELEMENTARY STUDENTS HONOR LOCAL VETERANS



Look at this cat house! The students in Glenn Ewald’s class at 
Westhampton Beach Learning Center built it. They used both hand 
and power tools to measure, cut, hammer, and drill all the wood 
panels, and then put a coat of paint on it. There is even a ramp 
leading to the entrance. Great work!

WHBLC STUDENTS ARE THE CAT’S MEOW

There is a “Path of Dignity Wall” at Eastern Suffolk BOCES 
Sayville Academic Center (SAC). Before inscribing their 
names on the wall, elementary students take an oath to 
be respectful, tolerant, charitable, compassionate, and 
treat others as they would want to be treated.
Students learned that words are powerful; they can 
inspire and motivate or they can hurt people.

For Dignity Day, teachers, social workers, and the art 
teacher collaborated on the Kindness Rocks project.  
The project provided an avenue for the students to apply 
what they are learning and it was a way for them to use 
words in a kind and powerful way.

They learned new 
vocabulary words, 
designed and 
decorated rocks 
with inspirational 
words, and 
discussed how 
others could be 
inspired by their 
kind words. They 
learned that one 
message, at just 
the right moment, 
could change 
someone’s life, day, 
or outlook. Their 
artful, inspirational 
rocks were placed in 
the outdoor garden 
and educational area 
next to the school.

KINDNESS ROCKS

Students Billy, Connetquot CSD; Jace, William Floyd UFSD; Amiyah, 
Longwood CSD; and Alex, Central Islip UFSD, proudly display the rocks 
they decorated for Dignity Day.

Nicholas, William Floyd UFSD; Kevin, South 
Country CSD; and Albert, Hampton Bays UFSD, 
use skills they learn in class to build a cat house.

Kevin, South Country CSD, and  
Special Education Teacher Glenn Ewald 

next to the completed cat house.

Gabby, Copiague UFSD, writes 
her name on the Dignity Wall. She 
pledged to be kind to others and  
to stand up for others if they are 
being bullied.
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THERAPY DOG VISITS CLASS FOR FIRST TIME

BROOKHAVEN LEARNING CENTER 
HOLDS DREIDEL WORLD SERIES

Bella, the therapy dog, visited Deborah Neri’s classroom 
at Brookhaven Learning Center’s included site within 
Samoset Middle School for the first time. Bella will visit 
their classroom once a week so the students can learn to 
be comfortable around dogs and treat them properly, as 
well as help students relax and stay calm.
Bella is a loveable Newfoundland and the students 
were so excited to meet her. Students were introduced 
to her and spent some time getting to know her. They 
petted her and brushed her hair (with some assistance). 

As they become accustomed to her, they can play 
with her on the mats in the classroom. Touch and 
texture help students on the autism spectrum learn, 
especially students who are nonverbal. Said Special 
Education Teacher Deborah Neri, “I want my students 
to feel comfortable so that they can learn to treat dogs 
properly. They will see that Bella will not hurt them. This 
is something that is happy and fun, and also therapeutic 
because it will help them relax.”

Brookhaven Learning Center recently held its fourth 
Annual Dreidel World Series. Teachers from four classes 
at the school collaborated to host the event, which 
culminated with a potato latke bash.
Students learned the rules of the game, sounded out 
the Hebrew letters on each side of the dreidel, and 
then referred to an infographic placed at every table 
to see how much Chanukah gelt (a coin-shaped piece 
of chocolate) they either won or lost on each spin. One 
winner from each table advanced to the final round 
where the dreidel battle continued until a single victor 
emerged. The champion was presented with 
the coveted Gelt Belt, which sports the phrase, 
“No Gelt, No Glory.” Everyone then enjoyed a 
delicious potato latke holiday meal prepared 
by the teachers. The latkes came in two 
varieties – traditional potato, pan-fried in oil, 
and another batch that incorporated parmesan 
cheese, which was cooked in a waffle iron. 
Sour cream and apple sauce, classic latke 
condiments, along with apple cider, rounded 
out the selections. Said Special Education 
Teacher James Buchrieser, “Our students 

benefitted from this celebration which was a lot of fun. 
They learned about another culture, sampled new foods, 
and played a game that required the use of fine motor 
skills to spin the dreidels. Everybody was a winner.”

Derek, Sayville UFSD, and Allison, 
Middle Country CSD, both brush Bella.

Breanna, Sayville UFSD, 
smiles as she pets Bella.

Dreidel World Series Champion, Milagros, 
Brentwood UFSD, shows off her Gelt Belt. 
Potato latkes from the event.
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Grandparents were lining up at the door of Eastern 
Suffolk BOCES Masera Learning Center to spend a 
few special hours with their precious grandchildren 
at the annual Grandparents Day Tea. As they entered 
the school, each grandparent received a specially 
designed pin, a heart shaped from four interlocking 
puzzle pieces.
The grandparents chatted with one another while 
waiting for their grandchildren. There were tears of 
joy as the students quickly glanced around the room 
looking for “their” grandparents and ran to them.  
Hugs and kisses ensued followed by chatting and 

laughing.
In preparation 
for the special 
event, tea pots 
and finger cookies 
were placed on a buffet table in the cafeteria. An arts 
and crafts project was placed on the remaining tables so 
the grandparents and grandchildren could share, talk, 
and eat while working together on a fun and memorable 
craft, a picture frame.
Principal Michelle Carpenter said, “Grandparents play an 
important part in a child’s well-being.  They are fun to be 
with and their love and affection is limitless. Grandparent 
involvement with grandchildren also keeps them 
mentally sharp.”
Studies have shown that a strong bond with 

grandparents is effective in reducing emotional and 
behavioral problems and a close grandparent-grandchild 
relationship enriches the lives of both.

CONNECTING WITH GRANDPARENTS
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The Suffolk County Police 
Benevolent Association (PBA) 
brought Santa and a sleigh-full of 
elves to Premm Learning Center 
and the excitement of the holidays 
could be seen on the face of every 
child and adult! Santa greeted 
every student and gave them each 
a specially chosen toy to unwrap 
and enjoy. “We are so grateful for 
the generosity and kindness of the 
PBA each year and for the happiness 
they bring to the children,” said 
Assistant Principal Sara Wainwright. 
The festivities continued with 
holiday music, singing, and delicious 
goodies to eat. Special visitors 
included Suffolk County Executive 
Steve Bellone and Timothy Sini, 
newly-elected Suffolk County 
district attorney.

PLC STUDENTS AND STAFF GET SPECIAL HOLIDAY VISITORS

Santa and his very special helpers from the Police Benevolent Association 
bring holiday joy to Premm Learning Center.

Preston, Brentwood UFSD (left), and Matthew, 
Comsewogue UFSD, are thrilled to see Santa!

Pictured with Special Education 
Aide Colleen Telford and a PBA elf, 
Withnie, Brentwood UFSD, enjoys 

the holiday music.

After receiving a big hug, Santa looks on 
while an officer from the PBA receives a  
hug of his own. 

Jonathan., Comsewogue UFSD, opens 
his present with a little help from 

Ashlee Becker, special education aide.

For more news and information about  
Eastern Suffolk BOCES,  
please visit our website: www.esboces.org

Follow 
ESBOCES on

Download 
our 

mobile app!
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The Suffolk County Police Department recently visited 
Bellport Academic Center to discuss impaired and distracted 
driving with students and to demonstrate how difficult it is  
to operate a vehicle while either under the influence or  
when multitasking.
The police had student volunteers wear impairment  
goggles, which simulate the effects of being intoxicated or 
distracted, while driving a pedal-powered kart through a  
small course lined with cones. This exercise proved to 
participants and viewers how difficult it is to perform simple 
tasks accurately after consuming alcohol or trying to drive  
while focusing on other activities, such as texting. Everyone at  
the presentation quickly realized it was impossible for 
the drivers to successfully navigate the course. The police 
discussed the far-reaching consequences of getting arrested 
for driving while impaired or distracted, including the 
expense and an arrest record that can prevent them from 
securing employment.

BAC STUDENTS EXPERIENCE 
EFFECTS OF DISTRACTED, 
IMPAIRED DRIVING

Follow us! Like us! Share us!

Jonathan, Hauppauge UFSD; William, Southampton UFSD; 
and Nashawn, Central Islip UFSD, make their way through 

the course while wearing impairment goggles.


